Comparison of knowledge-based and distance geometry approaches for generation of molecular conformations.
A knowledge-based approach for generating conformations of molecules has been developed. The method described here provides a good sampling of the molecule's conformational space by restricting the generated conformations to those consistent with the reference database. The present approach, internally named et for enumerate torsions, differs from previous database-mining approaches by employing a library of much larger substructures while treating open chains, rings, and combinations of chains and rings in the same manner. In addition to knowledge in the form of observed torsion angles, some knowledge from the medicinal chemist is captured in the form of which substructures are identified. The knowledge-based approach is compared to Blaney et al.'s distance geometry (DG) algorithm for sampling the conformational space of molecules. The structures of 113 protein-bound molecules, determined by X-ray crystallography, were used to compare the methods. The present knowledge-based approach (i) generates conformations closer to the experimentally determined conformation, (ii) generates them sooner, and (iii) is significantly faster than the DG method.